Myocardial protection by continuous, blood, antegrade-retrograde cardioplegia in rabbits
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To study the effectiveness of the continuous, blood, antegrade-retrograde cardioplegia in an experimental model of isolated heart, evaluating ventricular function.

Methods: Rabbits were divided into four groups: Control-C (n=10); ischemic crystalloid cardioplegia-IC (n=10); ischemic blood cardioplegia-IB (n=10); ischemic non cardioplegia-INC (n=10).

After the ischemic protocol period the ventricular function was analyzed by the intra-ventricular balloon technique.

Results: The intra-ventricular developed pressure (IVDP) was: C (92.90± 6.86mmHg); IC (77.78± 6.15mmHg); IB (93.64± 5.09mmHg); INC (39.46± 8.91mmHg) p<0.005. The first derivative of intra-ventricular pressure in its positive deflection was: C (1137.5± 92.23mmHg/sec); IC (1130.62± 43.78mmHg/sec); IB (1187.58± 88.38mmHg/sec); INC (620.02± 43.80mmHg/sec) p<0.005. The first derivative pressure in its negative deflection was: C (770.00± 73.41mmHg/sec); IC (610.03± 47.43mm/sec); IB (762.53± 46.02mmHg/sec); INC (412.35± 84.36mmHg/sec) p<0.005. The stress-strain angular logarithmic coefficient was: C (0.108± 0.02); IC (0.159± 0.038); IB (0.114± 0.016); INC (0.175± 0.038) p<0.05.

Conclusion: The ischemic group protected by blood cardioplegia showed better ventricular function than ischemic group protected by crystalloid cardioplegia and the non protected group.


RESUMO

Objetivo: Estudar a eficácia e a segurança da cardioplegia sanguínea, aterógrada-retrograda contínua, por meio da avaliação da função ventricular. Métodos: Os coelhos foram divididos em quatro grupos: Controle-C (n=10); isquêmico e cardioplegia cristaloide-IC (n=10); isquêmico e cardioplegia sanguínea-IB (n=10); isquêmico sem cardioplegia-INC (n=10). Após o período isquêmico do protocolo a função ventricular foi analisada pela técnica do balão intra-ventricular. Resultados: a pressão desenvolvida intra-ventricular (IVDP) foi: C (92.90± 6.86mmHg); IC (77.78± 6.15mmHg); IB (93.64± 5.09mmHg); INC (39.46± 8.91mmHg) p<0.005. a primeira derivada temporal da pressão ventricular na sua deflexão positiva: C (1137.5± 92.23mmHg/sec); IC (1130.62± 43.78mmHg/sec); IB (1187.58± 88.38mmHg/sec); INC (620.02± 43.80mmHg/sec) p<0.005. A primeira derivada da pressão ventricular na sua deflexão negativa: C (770.00± 73.41mmHg/sec); IC (610.03± 47.43mm/sec); IB (762.53± 46.02mmHg/sec); INC (412.35± 84.36mmHg/sec) p<0.005. A relação do coeficiente angular logarítmico foi: C (0.108± 0.02); IC (0.159± 0.038); IB (0.114± 0.016); INC (0.175± 0.038) p<0.05. Conclusão: O grupo isquêmico protegido por blood cardioplegia apresentou melhor função ventricular do que o isquêmico grupo protegido por crystalloid cardioplegia e non protegido.


Introduction

The results of contemporary coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG) are exceptional. However, recently changing trends in the population at risk have resulted in increasing numbers of high-risk eligible patients for CABG, with an accompanying rise in postoperative morbidity including low output syndrome (LOS). Many techniques have been proposed for myocardial protection, but the results are very difficult to be interpreted. Many authors reported their techniques applied to human beings. The difference among the populations, technique variations,
different surgeons and the absence of large random studies makes the results interpretation a “magic” task. The experimental models not only allow a controlled environment but they are necessary before used in human beings. At the first moment in the history of cardiac surgery the aortic-cross clamping was the unique technique for myocardial protection, but the mortality rate was prohibitive. Gerbode and Melrose innovated with the cardiac arrest induced by a potassium solution, despite his controversial result. Hearse, at St Thomas Hospital, studied the crystalloid cardioplegic solution, first in animals and after in human beings, bringing us a new revolution. But specific sub-groups of patients, particularly the ones with depressed left ventricular function and important ventricular hypertrophy remains with elevated mortality rates. Braile studied and standardized the blood cardioplegia. Many other authors proposed many variations of this myocardial protection technique with encouraging results. Our purpose was to study the Braile’s myocardial protection technique effectiveness in the myocardial preservation when a long period of ischemia was applied in an experimental model.

Methods

Rabbits (California-2000) (n=40) of both sex were used in the isolated heart model as described by Martins et al. After a 20-minute stabilization the isolated hearts were divided into four groups: control group-C: group without ischemia e perfused at 120 minutes. IC-group submitted at 120 minutes of cardiac arrest induced and protected by cardioplegic solution (St Thoma’s). IB-group submitted at 120 minutes of cardiac arrest and protected by blood continuous antegrade e retrograde cardioplegia. NC-group submitted at 120 minutes of ischemia with cardiac arrest by natural depletion of its energy subtracts with no protective method.

Protocol

To the control group-C: perfusion with constant pressure (70mmHg) for 120 minutes, after this a pacemaker was inserted in the right ventricle (120 eps) and a balloon in the left ventricle for contractile parameters evaluation. To the other groups after the same period of a 20 minutes stabilization, a 120-minute period of cardiac arrest was induced by cardiologic solution with crystalloid (IC group) and blood (IB group). To NC group no protective method was used. After another 20-minute stabilization period a pacemaker was inserted in the right ventricle (120 eps) and a balloon in the left ventricle for contractile parameters evaluation.

Cardioplegic solutions

Crystalloid-St Thoma’s
Blood-produced by Braile Biomedica®

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed by variance analysis complemented by Tukey test. A probability of p<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. The results were expressed as mean±SEM.

Evaluation of contractile parameters

The balloon technique as described by Matsubara et al. The stress-strain relation as the formula reported by Jail et al.

Ethical consideration

This study was analyzed and approved by the local Ethical Committee of Animal Experimentation-School of Medicine of Botucatu-UNESP.

Results

Intra-ventricular developed pressure (IVDP):

The IB group showed the best results comparable to the Control group ones. There was significant difference between the IB and IC and between both and NC group (figure 1).

Evaluation of contractile parameters

The first derivative of intra-ventricular pressure in its positive deflection (dp/dt+):

IB, IC and control groups showed similar results with no significant difference among them, but they were significantly different from NC group (figure 2).

The first derivative of intra-ventricular pressure in its negative deflection (dp/dt-):

The IB group showed the best results comparable to the Control group ones. There was significant difference between the IB and IC and between both and NC group (figure 3).
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The stress-strain angular logarithmic coefficient:

The IB group showed the best results. There was no significant difference between IC and NC groups (figure 4).

Discussion

For the evaluation of the ventricular function, the intraventricular balloon method was used as described and consecrated in the literature. Goto et al. tested the effectiveness of the method by reflecting the exact intraventricular volume, evaluating the residual space. This varied from 1.5 to 3.6% for pressures between 40 and 160 mmHg and it was 14.6% for inferior pressures at 5 mmHg, confirming the reliability of the method. There are, in the literature, established relationships between animal and heart weight. The frequency and the rhythm influence the contractile state of the myocardium. This action, known as Bowdicht effect, settles down at the level of the membrane of the myocardial cell. With the increase of frequency sodium ions enter inside the cellular membrane, what contributes to the elevation of intracellular calcium concentration. To avoid this problem we opted for establishing fixed frequency of 150 bpm. The use of blood solution presents advantages, as, for example, close flows to the physiologic status, better oxygen distribution and smaller edema after perfusion period. The IVDP and the dp/dt+ are parameters commonly used to analyze the systolic function. At first sight, the results must be considered contradictory but we should consider that dp/dt+ is a limited index, because it suffers several influences, such as: after-load, pre-load, heart inotropism and variation of the diastolic pressure. The IVDP is obtained by the constant difference between the systolic and diastolic pressure and for this model is considered a powerful parameter. The dp/dt- is an index very used for analysis of the diastolic ventricular function, especially in its active phase. To myocardial relaxation it is necessary that the citosolic calcium be actively kidnapped inside the sarcoplasmatic reticulum or removed from the cell. This is an active process, accomplished by the action of an enzyme ATPase, magnesium dependent. Another path to remove the calcium ions is the change with sodium ions in the cellular via. During ischemic periods, there is reduction of the ATP levels, damaging the active process of calcium retreat. The diastolic stress is defined as a force applied to a muscular area capable to stretch it. The strain is defined as the percentage of deformation of a cavity starting from an initial dimension, when a deformant force is applied. The diastolic stress/strain relationship contemplates, therefore, the muscle rigidity. The stress/strain relationship is not a linear but an exponential function, meaning that the myocardium distensability is progressively smaller as it is stretched. The IB group showed results similar to control group and significantly better than IC and NC group. It means that blood cardioplegia was capable to protect the isolated heart from ischemic damage but the crystalloid cardioplegia was not. These results are coherent with the clinical reports in the literature. Although it is difficult to demonstrate differences among the several techniques of myocardial protection concerning mortality rate, in general it is consent that the sanguine cardioplegia brings better myocardial protection to specific groups of patients such as left ventricular depressed and important hypertrophy. In this experimental model we used the long time of aortic-cross clamping as an aggravating factor. The most important critic is that the hearts continue being normal. A model that uses an abnormal heart was reported by our team and is now being studied.
Conclusion

In this experimental model, concerning the applied protocol, we demonstrated the effectiveness of blood cardioplegia in myocardial protection after acute period of ischemia.
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